Webinar the 14 of December 2020

The integration of Syrian Christian Churches in North America and Sweden
This webinar is webinar recent research results on the integration of the Syrian Christian Churches, in two different societies, North America and Sweden.

The North American research is presented by:

Prof. Sargon Donabed, with the title "'Saidna, Who Are We?' Navigating Sectarian Politics in the United States"

Dr. Candace Lukasik, with the title "Strangers in their Land": Paradoxes of Migration among Copts in Diaspora".

More on Sargon: https://www.rwu.edu/academics/schools-and-colleges/fshae/faculty/sargon-donabed
and Candace: https://anthropology.berkeley.edu/candace-lukasik

The Swedish case highlights the Syrian Orthodox Church in three congregations in Sweden, with a historical background and special attention to change and preservation in rituals, leadership, education, and organisation. Henrik Johnsen will present about some research results about changes in organisation in The Syriac Church in Sweden.